Measurement of the pole orientations of our sample will verify our preliminary result and validate our method.
Introduction
One of the interesting discoveries from the studies of asteroid rotation is the "Slivan State" (Slivan 2002) , which is the spin vector alignment and rotation period clustering of relatively large asteroids (H 12 mag and D 20 km) in the Koronis family, which is a relatively old family (1.8-3 Gyr Binzel 1988; Greenberg et al. 1996; Spoto et al. 2015) at outer main-belt (semimajor axis of ∼ 2.87 AU). Later, Vokrouhlický et al. (2003) used the Yarkovsky-O'Keefe-Radzievskii-Paddack effect (YORP; Rubincam 2000) to explain how the spin states of the Koronis family members could be driven within 2-3 Gyr into the s 6 spin-orbit secular resonance between the precession rate of the asteroid's spin axis and Saturn's longitude of node. This discovery reveals the subtle influence of thermal effect on asteroid rotation. Such spin vector alignment has also been reported in the Flora family (Kryszczyńska et al. 2012; Kryszczyńska 2013 ). However, this was not seen in the Maria family (Kim et al. 2014) .
Determination of asteroid's spin vectors is extremely time-consuming as it requires intensive lightcurve observations at various phase angles. Therefore, it is difficult to verify the "Slivan State" in asteroid families. However, as Slivan (2002) pointed out, rotation period clustering should be observed in the Koronis family once the "Slivan State" is established, in which the prograde rotators are confined in rotation periods between 7-10 hr and the retrograde rotators are driven to rotation periods of < 5 or > 13 hr. From this point of view, rotation period clustering can be used as proxy of the "Slivan State" for the Koronis family even if the rotational directions of family members are determined.
It is believed that an asteroid family was formed in a catastrophic break-up of its parent body which resulted in an initial dispersion of the fragments' semimajor axes. Further dispersion occurred as the family members drifted away from the family's center due to the Yarkovsky effect. According to Vokrouhlický (1998) ; Vokrouhlický & Farinella (1998) ; Farinella & Vokrouhlicky (1999) ; Vokrouhlický & Farinella (1999) , the prograde/retrograde rotators would increase/decrease their semimajor axes (hereafter, outer/inner sides).
Therefore, a simple assumption can be made on the family members outside the initial dispersion in semimajor axis. Those at the inner side (hereafter, inner-side members) are expected to be mostly retrograde rotators and those at the outer side (hereafter, outer-side members) should be mostly prograde rotators. In this way, we should be able to see more outer-side members of the Koronis family in rotation periods of 7-10 hr and correspondingly less inner-side members in rotation periods of 5-13 hr.
The PTF/iPTF
1 is an all-sky time-series survey, which has six-year archived data and has been conducting several dedicated observations for asteroid spin-rate study. The large number of asteroid rotation periods obtained from archived data and dedicated observations of PTF/iPTF is very useful to test the aforementioned idea on the Koronis family (Chang et al. 2014 (Chang et al. , 2015 Waszczak et al. 2015) . In Section 2, we describe our algorithm in detail. The data used in the analysis are given in Section 3. Results and discussion are presented in Section 4. A summary and conclusion can be found in Section 5.
Method
An asteroid family is a group of asteroids, which share similar proper elements of semimajor axis (a), eccentricity (e) and inclination (i), resulting from a catastrophic break-up event. When an asteroid family was formed, the fragments followed the size-velocity relation, which describes the relationship between the sizes of asteroids and their velocity dispersions. Different velocity dispersions in the break-up events would produce different initial dispersions in semimajor axis (∆a; see Zappalà et al. 2002, and references therein) . This can be used in age determination of asteroid families (see examples in Vokrouhlický et al. 2006) . To calculate ∆a, we follow the approach of Cellino et al. (1999); Vokrouhlický et al. (2006) ,
where n is the mean motion of the break-up fragment, V T is its transverse velocity, and
O(e) refers to other terms related to eccentricity, which is neglected when circular orbit is considered. Moreover, we assumed size-velocity relationship
for the velocity dispersion of a fragment with size D, where V 0 is the velocity dispersion of our reference diameter D 0 = 5 km. Therefore,
In addition, the diameter D is related to H by
where p v is geometric albedo and we adopt the average value p v = 0.24 for the Koronis family (Masiero et al. 2011) . We can quantify ∆a on the plot of a vs. H. In addition, the orbital motion of the family members are modified by the Yarkovsky effect, where prograde and retrograde rotators would move outward and inward along semimajor axis, respectively.
After certain amount of time, some members would leave ∆a. Therefore, we can expect that family members located beyond the ∆a interval should be subdivided in two categories: those moving to greater (i.e., outer-side members) and smaller (i.e., inner-side members)
semi-major axes are expected to be mostly prograde and retrograde rotators, respectively.
Therefore, a clustering of the rotation period around 7 -10 hr is expected among the former objects in case they are in a Slivan state, whereas the objects moving to smaller semi-major axis should exhibit a lack of rotation periods between 5 and 13 hr. et al. 1990, 1994) and generated the data set, Nesvorny HCM Asteroid Families V2.0. To select the Koronis family members, we adopt both catalogs calculated with analytic and synthetic proper elements. However, we exclude the members of the Karin family, a sub-family in the Koronis family, from the selected sample. To ensure the membership of the aforementioned selected objects, we also use the asteroid family catalog of Milani et al. (2014) as a reference.
In addition, the SDSS colors (Parker et al. 2008 ) of these dynamically selected members, if available, are used to identify the spectral types of the family members.
Asteroid Rotation Periods
The rotation periods of the Koronis family members used in this study are collected from two data sets and each is briefly described below.
The archived PTF asteroid rotation periods (Waszczak et al. 2015, ; hereafter PTF-Waszczak) . The data set used 5-yr archived data of PTF/iPTF 2 to obtain 54,296
sparsely-sampled asteroid lightcurves, from which ∼ 8,300 reliable rotation periods were determined by fitting rotation and phase-function model simultaneously. The data set is sensitive to detect spin rate of 10 rev/day (see Figure 7 in Waszczak et al. (2015) ).
Most objects in the data set are main-belt asteroids of D 2 km. Therefore, this data set includes plenty of members of asteroid families and is the main source used in this study to verify rotation period clustering of asteroid families.
The dedicated PTF spin-rate study (Chang et al. 2014 (Chang et al. , 2015 hereafter PTF-Chang) .
There (2015)). The data set mainly contains main-belt asteroids of hundred meter to 20 km in size.
We discard the rotation periods having difference > 5 % between both data sets and obtain 173 unique asteroids in total for the Koronis family (see Table 1 ).
Results and Discussion
Among 5146 HCM selected Koronis family members, 1131 objects have SDSS colors.
Their colors show a preferential concentration of S-type in Figure 1 . This is expected for the Koronis family as pointed out by Cellino et al. (2002) . Therefore, those non-S-type objects in the HCM selected Koronis family members are considered as interlopers, which only make up a very minor population (i.e., < 15%) and would have limited affect in the following analysis. The typical "V" shape of asteroid families is apparent in the plot of a vs. H of the Koronis family (see Figure 2 ). The boundaries at ∼ 2.83 and ∼ 2.95 AU are due to the powerful 5/2 and 7/3 mean-motion resonances with Jupiter. We also notice that a large part of the sample of Slivan (2002) are at least ∼2 mag brighter than ours.
In Figure 2 , ∆a of V 0 = 50 and 100 m/s are drawn in solid and dashed lines, respectively, where red represents the inner side of the Koronis family and green is the outer side. The family members locating at the outside the red and green lines are inner-and outer-side members, respectively.
To inspect rotation period clustering of the Slivan state, we use a bimodal distribution to divide the rotation periods into "clustered" (i.e., presenting the Slivan state) and "non-clustered" (i.e., not presenting the Slivan state). Therefore, the clustered rotation period for the inner-side members is < 5 or > 13 hr, and that for the outer-side members is between 7-10 hr. If the rotation period does not fulfill the aforementioned criteria, it is classified as non-clustered rotation period. The results are given in Figure 3 If the inner-/outer-side members are dominated by retrograde/prograde rotators as the general scenario of Yarkovsky drifting described in section 2, our method should work properly and consequently rotation period clustering should be seen in our analysis on the Koronis family. This means that determination of the sense of rotation in our sample would be helpful to verify whether retrograde/prograde rotators are dominant in the inner-/outer-side members of the Koronis family.
We note that, the old Koronis family could have undergone a certain degree of collision after the initial catastrophic break-up event, such that the spin states of the members could have altered and consequently the dispersion in semimajor axis would not evolve in the way as described in Section 2. Such intermittent collisional process capable of changing the rotational configuration is expected to be more frequent for the small members of the Koronis family. Figure 4 is the plot of D vs rotation period and it shows that we have much smaller diameter in our sample than Slivan (2002) . This might be the reason why the rotation period clustering is not observed in our result. Therefore, numerical simulation of Yarkovsky drifting for the Koronis family members including random collisional effect would be helpful to understand whether the scenario of the Slivan state should be applicable to the general population of for the Koronis family.
Since the Koronis family is relatively old, a population of interlopers in our sample could jeopardize our method to separate prograde and retrograde rotators. However, the Koronis family members with available SDSS colors display a concentration of S-type in a C-type dominant environment (i.e., the outer main belt). Therefore, we believe that the population of interlopers should be minor in the HCM selected members, unless these interlopers happen to be S-type asteroids. Because of the initial spin state and location of Dresda, the YORP effect could not drive it into the Slivan state (Slivan et al. 2009 ). Such non-clustered spin state evolution was also studied by Vokrouhlický et al. (2003) . Therefore, the "stray" Dresda may provide another scenario for spin state evolution for the Koronis family. Moreover, the YORP effect could also destroy the Slivan state, especially it works more efficiently on small asteroid. We suspect that the non-clustering rotation period distribution is probably caused by this mechanism.
Summary and Conclusion
Asteroid families are believed to have been produced by catastrophic break-up events, to measure the pole orientations of our sample, and thereby to verify our conclusion.
Moreover, the "stray" spin state of the family member, (263) Dresda, perhaps represents another pathway for the spin state evolution of the Koronis family. Finally it is noted that intermittent collisional process in the asteroid belt could lead to further disruption and change in the spin states of small objects not accounted for by the secular YORP effect.
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